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CTEEA – Federation of Scottish Theatre (FST) Submission January 2021  

The Federation of Scottish Theatre (FST) is the membership and development body for the 

professional performing arts in Scotland, bringing the sector together to speak with a 

collective voice, share resources and expertise and promote collaborative working.  FST 

represents around 200 professional companies and individuals, from the National Theatre 

of Scotland and Scottish Opera to individual artists creating their own work, and the 

independent producers who support them.  We count all Scotland's producing theatres as 

members and our membership extends into nearly all local authorities.  

FST members turn over more than £100m per annum on public investment of well under 

20% of that amount. Moreover, the sector embodies Scotland’s artistic and cultural talent, 

promoting creativity, inclusivity and wellbeing at home and overseas. 

Since our last report to the Committee in May 2020, our members have continued to suffer 

the drastic impact of Covid-19.  The situation has worsened and many have not worked 

since March 2020.  As an industry that exists to engage directly with audiences, we were 

one of the first sectors to be closed down and anticipate being one of the last to re-open, 

despite being one of the safest and most closely regulated businesses in Scotland.   

A handful of venues in Level 1 areas were allowed to open to a maximum of 100 people for 

a very short window in November/December 2020.  However, almost no performances took 

place during this time as there was no work to programme.  As the financial year-end 

approaches, and with no indication of financial support beyond this point, the health of our 

sector’s future is in serious doubt.  Without the value that theatre, dance, opera and the 

performing arts bring to the people of Scotland, our country’s creative and emotional health, 

wellbeing and economic recovery will be greatly diminished.  

We know from our members, that: 

Individual artists and freelancers who work in our industry have seen their work 

disappear, have struggled to find new work for which they are paid, have suffered from 

isolation and mental ill-health, have felt undermined by the focus given to venues and larger 

organisations in the distribution of ‘recovery’ funding and have experienced significant 

financial hardship. Despite being the temporary workforce that fuels producing companies 

and performance venues, many individuals feel powerless to influence plans for the future 

and have little hope that they will be able to change their current situation.  Many of our 

individual members have not worked in the job they are trained to do since March 2020. 

Leaving the industry is an inevitable prospect and already a reality for some. 

Venues, support organisations and small companies are facing a very uncertain future.  

Many have pivoted to create theatre, dance and film performances and engagement activity 

online, but are aware that this narrows the range of individuals able to access their work 

and brings in a fraction, if any, of the income that was previously generated from ticket 

sales and merchandising.   
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The majority of our member organisations have put staff on furlough.  Almost all producing 

and presenting venues have been required to make a significant proportion of staff 

redundant - particularly, but not exclusively, those who work backstage and in customer-

facing roles.  For these staff members, the prospect of re-employment within the sector is 

almost non-existent whilst venues remain closed.   

Where staffing levels have reduced, those who remain in post have seen workloads 

increase due to continuous scenario planning, re-budgeting and fundraising.  New funding 

has created welcome opportunities to commission online projects that engage freelancers, 

but these are often being produced and managed by skeleton teams of already over-

stretched staff. With the new temporary lockdown restrictions much of this work has been 

put on hold.  Home-working has been required throughout the period, with many also 

juggling caring responsibilities, home-schooling and childcare. 

Audiences 

Online work has been vital to sustain creativity, provide contracts for artists and to maintain 

the visibility of organisations to the public and the media.  There has been an exciting level 

of audience engagement with these programmes, which have also attracted new audiences 

for these artists and organisations.  However, many of the essential links our members 

have with community groups and vulnerable people in care homes or living with illness and 

disability have been lost.  The vital work that our members do within formal education 

across all age-groups has been badly impacted by the sustained closure of, and limited 

opportunities to work in, schools, nurseries and colleges.  Live audiences are the lifeblood 

of our sector and the shared experience of live theatre cannot be recreated online.   

Financial viability 

Despite operating agile business models and with income generated from a variety of 

sources, the majority of our sector’s venues and larger touring organisations have operated 

with limited levels of financial reserves for many years.  This position has been 

compounded through repeated years of standstill funding (for those fortunate enough to 

have been in receipt of Regular Funding from Scottish Government or Creative Scotland).  

Even with the welcome award of venue and cultural organisation recovery funds from 

Creative Scotland during the summer months of 2020 (and most recently for our 3 largest 

multi-arts venues), some organisations – including FST - have been required to utilise their 

limited reserves in order to sustain operations during this financial year.  Depleting our 

sector’s financial bottom line at this stage does not support us to mitigate the financial 

challenges that are undoubtedly coming down the line.    

Funding 

Whilst we recognise the constraints on the public purse we also urgently need to know that 

funding will be available to all areas of the performing arts sector beyond the current 

financial year; and that Creative Scotland has a plan in place for the strategic and sustained 

support of the cultural sector for the next 3 – 5 years.   
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Without confirmed funding in place from 1st April 2021, organisations in receipt of regular 

funding are not in a position to confirm any commitments to their staff or to the artists and 

organisations they work with beyond 31st March 2021.   

We know how hard Creative Scotland personnel have worked to manage this unforeseen 

situation and value their ongoing dedication, care and generosity.  In particular, we 

welcome their revised approach to making funding available to individuals and we look 

forward to this resulting in more accessible and affirming opportunities for individuals to 

research, develop and present performance work. However, without a commitment from 

Creative Scotland to a sustained level of funding available through Open Funds beyond 31st 

March 2021, the amount of cultural activity that will be generated through this programme 

will remain limited. 

Many of our members have been hit by funding cuts from their local authorities, particularly 

those based in Glasgow, where the introduction of a new Communities Fund by Glasgow 

City Council made a swathe of cuts across its non-for-profit organisations in the autumn of 

2020.  The financial position of Local authorities is only likely to get worse as the economic 

position of the country declines. 

Despite the widely articulated value that is repeatedly put on Scotland’s performing arts 

sector by the Scottish Government, our sector is facing the continued closure of venues, 

the loss of opportunities for freelancers, disconnection from audiences and community 

groups and the cessation of income generation for the Scottish economy. 

Opportunities 

FST’s members are dedicated, responsible, creative and generous.  As key contributors to 

Scotland’s performing arts sector they are used to working flexibly to achieve ambitious 

goals.   

Following years of underfunding they have become adept at delivering creative projects that 

transform the lives of individual participants and collective audiences across Scotland - and 

far beyond our shores - without sufficient time, resources or personnel.  During 2020 people 

have found imaginative and inspiring ways to create work - on beaches, in fields, in castles, 

in theatre foyers, on the streets, in empty theatre auditoria, in dance studios and from their 

bedrooms. They have interacted online with audiences and participants in care homes and 

hospitals, in schools and at home.   

We are confident that sensitive, stimulating and entertaining ways of connecting with 

audiences will continue to be generated during 2021.  However, whilst we are resilient, we 

are also fragile and people were already over-stretched when the pandemic hit.  

The strains, anxieties and uncertainties of the last 9 months have put untold pressure on all 

those working in theatre and dance in Scotland, and it is becoming increasingly hard to 

make plans for the future with any confidence that a skilled workforce will be in place to 

deliver it.   
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Whilst FST completely respects the caution of the Scottish Government and the public 

health agenda which underpins the current restrictions, without a prospective date for more 

venues to re-open; without the prospect of venues being able to set their own maximum 

audience capacity that is proportionate to the scale and footprint of their own venue; and 

without the prospect of venues having the financial surety to programme future work – there 

is no hope.  Without hope, our industry will falter and our local communities will lose the 

solace, entertainment and stimulation that comes from attending or participating in the 

performing arts. 

Our requests 

 We need a further tranche, or series of tranches, of emergency funding to sustain 

our members over the next 3 months.  We are aware that additional funds were 

made available to Scotland’s hospitality and business communities in December 

2020 to reflect the tightening of restrictions: no such support has been offered to the 

culture sector. This support is required in addition to the core funds flowing to the 

sector through Creative Scotland’s 2021/22 funding. 

 

 We require continued Government support for freelancers as well as for 

businesses throughout 2021/22 until such time as theatres can re-open and the 

economics of the performing arts have been reset. 

 

 In the period of continued enforced industry closure, it is essential that the 

performing arts sector is supported by the Scottish Government to continue to plan 

for the future presentation of theatre, dance and opera to a live public and the re-

opening of venues.  This will require the planning of ‘test’ events which 

demonstrate safe ways in which our sector can return, with the confidence of our 

audiences and participants. 

 

 We need the major producers of theatre, dance and opera across the UK and 

overseas to have the confidence to book their work into venues in Scotland for future 

seasons.  At the moment, the risks are too high – the venues are closed or have only 

been able to play to capacities that bring no financial return and there is no 

insurance that can cover the requirement to cancel shows or weeks of performances 

due to illness, local restrictions and last-minute changes to a schedule.  We require a 

Government backed insurance scheme to ensure that we can re-open without 

sustaining further financial and reputational loss. 

 

 We need the budget to Creative Scotland increased so that sustained investment 

can be made in our sector that will see it through the uncertainties of 2021 and into 

2022 with the means and confidence to deliver a robust and rewarding programme 

of theatre, dance and opera in Scotland and beyond.   
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